A birds eye view of Darwin. PH 619/295

A flag used by the Geranium for survey work.

The quarters.
The Staff.
1925.

M. MacAlpine
Superintendent.
Superintendents house
"The Folly"

PH 619/301

Supervisors house.

PH 619/302

Mitchell St.

PH 619/303
Commercial Bank. PH 619/304

Tennis court & Government offices.

Victoria Hotel. PH 619/306
China Town.

Town Hall.
At work.  PH 619/309

At leisure.  PH 619/310

At the stuffing box on the beach.
Tenniesers.

Footballers.

Before evening duty.
The baths at high tide.

Swimmers.
H.M.A.S. Sydney and H.M.A.S. Concord outgoing.

Cable beach - where the cable goes out.

The jetty.
Fort Hill taken from Stokes Hill.

The view from front of the quarters.

Beach in front of quarters.
The drive near the gardens.

The road to Vester's works.

Coconut palms.
On Mendil Beach.

The road to East Point.

During the wet season.
MH 619/330

Looking sea-ward. Mendil beach.

MH 619/331

Mendil —
— Beach.
Returning from a ride to Mr. Brunes.

On Casurina Beach.

The mouth of Rapid Creek.
Renewing the shore end.

The new cable coming ashore.
The Marella outgoing.
(mail-boat leaves).

A busy day at the Jetty.
Sir Ross Smith's memorial.

On the beach near the jail.
New Years day.
at last point.
What one does when he discovers the ship to be leaving.
The home lagoon from the homestead.

Miss Herbert, Oscar & Evan.

Lilies on Quambi lagoon.
water lilies from the lagoons.
Bridge creek and some jungle.
PH 619/353

Howard creek.

A dip in Scrubby creek.
PH 619/355
The two sisters water-hole
One by "Dashwood" on the Adelaide River plains.
Buffalo hunting on Koolpingah Station.
"Harry" and "Carpenter."

A dingo which stole its last goat.

An ant-hill.
Crossing the Howard after the wet season.

Off to Koolpinjah.

PH 617/367

PH 617/367
A day out on the briny

Point Charles lighthouse

All aboard the "Masquee"
Just a small one

at Buffalo Creek.
PH 619/375
At the Quarantine station landing.

PH 619/376
Shell Island.

PH 619/377
The good ship "Exile"

It's Alf's night out tonight — but not this time.
PH 619/383
upgoing one of the mangrove inlets
of the harbour.

PH 619/384

what is it?
A picnic day at the Quarantine Station.
PH 619/386

Sea and sunshine.

PH 619/387
Pineapples and paw-paws.

To buffalo creek for the week-end.

A native spear-fishing.
Sir Alan Cobhams arrival in Darwin
August 1926

（The boat to the left）

Showing hole made by bullet which killed mechanic
Attaching a tow line just after landing.

Sir Alan delivering some mail for Darwin.

Colonel Brimsmead's machine at landing, Tanny Bay.
Substituting floats for wheels on Mendil Beach.
Early morning just prior to leaving on homeward flight.

H.M.A.S. Geranium.
The "Waratahs"
1926
Football.
At East Point.
1940-42

Wireless station.
natives spear-fighting on PH 619/406
Mendil beach.
a native grave.

Sun. basking.